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The term meta-programming refers to the ability of writing programs that

have other programs as data and exploit their semantics [1]. The choice of lo-

gic programming as a basis for meta-programming o�ers a number of practical

and theoretical advantages. One of them is the possibility of tackling critical

foundation problems of meta-programming within a framework with a strong

theoretical basis. Another is the surprising ease of programming. These reasons

motivated an intensive research on meta-programming inside the logic program-

ming community [1, 8, 10, 11]. See also [6] for a survey.

On the other hand, termination analysis is one of the most intensive research

areas in logic programming as well. See [3] for the survey. More recent work on

this topic can be found among others in [4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 14{16].

Traditionally, termination analysis of logic programs have been done either

by the \transformational" approach or by the \direct" one. A transformational

approach �rst transforms the logic program into an \equivalent" term-rewrite

system (or, in some cases, into an equivalent functional program). Here, equival-

ence means that, at the very least, the termination of the term-rewrite system

should imply the termination of the logic program, for some prede�ned collec-

tion of queries
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. Direct approaches do not include such a transformation, but

prove the termination directly on the basis of the logic program. In [13] we

have developed an approach that provides the best of both worlds: a means to

incorporate into \direct" approaches the generality of general term-orderings.

As we show in this paper, the suggested technique is very useful for prov-

ing termination of di�erent meta-interpreters together with di�erent classes of

object programs. Our research has been motivated by the famous \vanilla" meta-

interpreter, undoubtly belonging to logic programming classics.

Example 1.

solve(true):

solve((Atom;Atoms)) solve(Atom); solve(Atoms):

solve(Head) clause(Head;Body); solve(Body):

Termination of this meta-interpreter, presented in Example 1, have been

studied by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They proved, that it improves termination
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The approach of Arts [2] is exceptional in the sense that the termination of the logic

program is concluded from a weaker property of single-redex normalisation of the

term-rewrite system.



(Corollary 40, [11]). However, we can claim more|\vanilla" not just improves

termination, but preserves it.

In order for meta-interpreters to be useful in applications they should be

able to cope with a reacher language than the \vanilla" meta-interpreter, includ-

ing, for example, negation. Moreover, typical applications of meta-interpreters,

such as debuggers, will also require producing some additional output or per-

forming some additional tasks during the execution, such as constructing proof

trees or cutting \unlikely" branches for uncertainty reasoner with cuto�. These

extensions can and usually will inuence termination properties of the meta-

interpreter.

By extending the suggested technique [13] to normal programs, we are able to

perform the correct analysis of a number of possible extended meta-interpreters,

performing tasks as described above. We identify most popular classes of meta-

interpreters, such as extended meta-interpreters [10], and using this extended

technique prove that termination is usually improved. We also state some more

generic conditions implying preservation of termination. Moreover, the same

extension of the technique allows us to perform termination analysis of Situation

Calculus applications.

Finally, we state yet other meta-interpreters for which performing termina-

tion analysis would be an interesting issue for further research.
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